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Tele-existence aims at a natural and efficient remote control of robots by providing the operator
with a real time sensation of presence. It is an advanced type of teleoperation system which enables a
human operator at the controls to perform remote manipulation tasks dexterously with the feeling
that he or she exists in one of the remote anthropomorphic robots in the remote environment, e.g., in
a hostile environment such as those of nuclear radiation, high temperature, and deep space.
Systematic research for the development of tele-existence has been conducted at MEL by feeding
back rich sensory information which the remote robot has acquired to provide the operator with a
real-time sensation of presence.
With the advent of science and technology, it has become possible to envision teleoperation with
a sensation of presence. The concept of projecting ourselves by using robots, computers and cyber-
netic human interfaces is called Tele-Existence, and a lot of effort has been made for the realization
of this concept. This concept also provides an extension of human sensing and muscular capabilities.
The tele-existence system consists of intelligent mobile robots, their supervisory subsystem, a
remote-presence subsystem and a sensory augmentation subsystem, which allows an operator to use
the robot's ultrasonic, infrared and other, otherwise invisible, sensory information with the computer
graphics-generated pseudo-realisitic sensation of presence. In the remote-presence subsystem, real-
istic visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic and vibratory displays will be realized (ref. 1).
Using this system, a human operator can be in a safe and comfortable environment and, at the
same time, be present or exist at other environments where the robots are working. He or she will
monitor the work through the robot's sensors, and, if necessary, conduct the task on behalf of the
robot as if he was doing the work himself (ideally) or as if he was working inside the robot
(practically).
The principle of the tele-existence sensory display has been proposed. Its design procedure has
been explicitly defined. Experimental visual display hardware has been built, and the feasibility of
the visual display with the sensation of presence has been demonstrated by psychophysical experi-
ments using the test hardware (refs. 1,2).
A method has also been proposed to develop a mobile tele-existence system, which can he
remotely driven with the auditory and visual sensation of presence (ref. 3). A prototype mobile tele-
vehicle system has been constructed and the feasibility of the method has been evaluated.
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In orderto studytheuseof thetele-existencesystemin the artificially constructed environment,
the visual tele-existence simulator has been designed, a pseudo-real-time binocular solid model robot
simulator has been made, and its feasibility has been experimentally evaluated (ref. 4).
An anthropomorphic robot mechanism with an arm having seven degrees of freedom has been
designed and developed as a slave robot for feasibility experiments of teleoperation using the tele-
existence method. An impedance controlled active display mechanism and a head mounted display
have also been designed and developed as the display sub-system for the master. The robot's struc-
tural dimensions are set very close to those of humans, and it is designed to mimic the movement of
humans (ref. 5). By using this tele-existence master slave system, the feasibility of the tele-existence
master slave system has been demonstrated.
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